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A flavor about the main problems
• London smog
– Primary pollutants

•
•
•
•
•

Photochemical (“LA”) smog
Global tropospheric pollution
Stratospheric ozone depletion
Acid deposition
Particles
– Health
– Visibility

• Global climate change
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Background O3 Concentrations
From FP&P

• Tropospheric O3
– “Bad ozone,” effects on humans, plants, materials

• Roughly same chemistry as LA smog
• Globally increasing trend
– Thought to be due to shift in chemical regime as NOx has
increased

Stratospheric Ozone
From FP&P

• Stratospheric O3
– “Good ozone”: nothing
to be damaged up there,
protects us from hard
UV radiation

• Discovered from ground measurements, even
though there were satellite measurements!
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Fig. from S. Nidkorodov, UCI

Ozone Hole Evolution

Chemical Origin of O3 Hole
• After O3 hole
discovery

From FP&P

– Many theories: mixing,
dynamics, chemistry…

• Chemical
measurements proved
involvement of
chlorine chemistry
• Predicted by Molina +
Rowlen (1974)
– Nobel Prize 1995
– Many unexpected
details
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Status of O3 Hole

• Stabilized due to human action
– Control and elimination of CFCs

• Not a “hot” research problem now, still many interesting
questions
Figs. from S. Nidkorodov, UCI

Acid Deposition

From Jacob

• pH of rain decreases, mostly due to H2SO4
• Dire effects if soil cannot neutralize acids
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Health Effects of Particles I
From FP&P

• Submicron and ultrafine
part. penetrate most
deeply

Health Effects of Particles II
From FP&P

• “Harvard sixcity study”
(1993)
• Mortality
increases with
fine particle
concentration
• Disputed for a
decade, now
considered
proven
• Mechanism still
uncertain
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Visibility Degradation I
• Particles can scatter
and absorb radiation
• These effect limit
atmospheric
visibility

From Jacob

Visibility Degradation II
• Scattering efficiency is very strong function of particle
size
– For a given wavelength

• Visible: λ ~ 0.5 µm
• Particles 0.5-2 µm are
most efficient scatterers!

From Jacob
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Earth’s Radiation Balance
From FP&P

• Climate =
average weather
• Driven by solar
radiation
• Depends on
complex balance
of many terms
• Current: “small”
perturbations in
gas absorption
causing heating

Greenhouse gas concentrations

From Jacob
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Earth’s Temperature History
• Surface T as surrogate of climate
• Very large changes in past
• Current consensus is that recent
changes are due to human activity
• Forcing system in unknown
domain
– danger of abrupt large changes in
future (not quite like in “the day
after tomorrow”)

From Jacob

Problems are often linked!

From S&P
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